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Copyright violations in the Tangerang area still occur with the rampant circulation 
of pirated DVDs, which are traded in shopping centers in the Tangerang area. In 
this case, the Government and the legal apparatus are still not certain and 
guarantee in the copyright works and the legal interests of the creator.  
This makes it interesting to look at the concept of granting Copyright in Indonesia 
to the eradication of pirated DVDs (Digital Video Discs) that are traded at 
Shopping centers in Tangerang. This study is titled "Legal Protection of the 
Supervision and Prevention of Copyright Law Against Pirated DVDs (Digital 
Video Discs) Sold at Shopping Centers in the Tangerang Area", which contains 
the formulation of problems regarding how to handle the Shopping centers and 
tenants who sell DVDs (Digital Video) Discs piracy and how the Tangerang 
government law in combating the existence of pirated DVD (Digital Video Disc) 
which is traded in the Shopping Centers. The purpose of this is to find out how the 
law is carried out by the Tangerang government in combating the circulation of 
pirated DVDs (Digital Video Discs) that are traded at the Shopping Centers.  
This research uses the library research methods. This type of research used in 
legal research is a normative legal research method. The normative legal research 
method is to use a method where the quality of a legal norm addresses legal issues 
that occur on the basis of justification of the Act, the opinions of legal experts, 
and books on legal texts. Based on the analysis of the data carried out, it is 
concluded that the government and the legal apparatus are still unconfirmed and 
consistent in the approval of creative work and the legal interests of the creator. 
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